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The complete works of Nostradamos compiled in a PDF. 1. March 1555 the French scientist, doctor, and astrologer Michel de Nostradamus, better known these days as Nostradamus, sat down and wrote the foreword to centuria's spectacular work. Centuria means one hundred, and could refer to the years of prophecies and predictions
of reach. The foreword is written to his son, and the work was dedicated only to his son César because Michel feared the consequences of the Inquisition if his prophecies would be published. He writes: In many cases and for a long time I have predicted specific events well in advance, attributing everything to the function of divine power
and inspiration, along with other lucky or unfortunate events, predicted in complete unexpected, which have already come to pass in various areas of the earth. However, I wanted to remain silent and abandon my work because of the injustice not only of this period by the Inquisition but also for most of the future. So, in conclusion, my son,
get this gift from your father M. Nostradamos, who hopes that you will understand every prophecy in every quatrain here. Nostradamos's complete works contain nearly 400 pages of PDF prophecies, all of which have been written vaguely enough for much speculation about everything from wars to epidemic outbreaks. It has been said
that he predicted the Covid-19 (corona) world wars, 9/11 and how for this piece, could it be for Donald Trump?: The false trumpet that hides madness will cause Byzantium to change its laws. From Egypt, a man who wants the decree withdrawn will go forward, changing the money and standards. The complete works of Nostradamus The
complete works of Nostradamus contain almost 400 pages of prophecies, all of them written vaguely enough for many conjectures. It has been said that he predicted the World Wars, 9/11 and many other historical events. Written by: Nostradamus - Michel de NostredamPublished by: Holybooks.comEdition: English translation by
FrenchDownload The complete works of Nostradamus here as a free PDF e-book: The complete works of Nostradamus May also be interested in the prophecies of Buddha: Link Listen to the BBC drama by Tony Coult on the life of Nostradamus, The Defenses of Nostradamus Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content,
customize ads, and improve the user experience. By using our website, you agree to our collection of information through the use of cookies. To learn more, see our Privacy Policy.× The Prophecies of Nostradamos, centuries I-X, plus the Amanaks from 1555 to 1567. Last week, about 34,000 people downloaded books from the site - Nine
people donated. These books can take me from 2 to 10 hours to create. I want to keep them free, but they need some support to be able to do so. If you can, please make a small small using the PayPal or Stripe button below (the average donation is £2.50). You can also support the site by buying a collection, such as The Occult, with
100 ebooks for only £7.00 PDF ePub Kindle Kindle
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